Throwing Velocity and Efficacy During Water Polo Matches
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Abstract: Our objective was to assess throwing frequency, velocity, place of execution and efficacy during an European Water Polo Championship. The playing field was divided in five zones (1 to 5) based on the distance from goal: 0-2m, 2-5m, 5m to midfield, over midfield and penalty mark, and the throwing velocity was assessed using a radar (frequency of 100Hz and sensitivity of 0.045m·s⁻¹). After a descriptive analysis, differences in throwing velocity between throwing zones were tested using a repeated measures ANOVA (with the Bonferroni post-hoc test), and differences between genders and goal/no goal situations were obtained using an independent measures T-Test (p<0.05). Results showed that ~93% of the throws were made from the 2m and the middle field lines, and that the highest throwing velocities were obtained from the penalty mark. Female and male players presented higher throwing velocities in the most remote areas compared to those closest to the goal. When genders were compared, female players evidence lower throwing velocity in all field zones compared to male counterparts, with the exception of zone 1. This is observable also when considering throwing efficacy, once it occurs in each field zone in both goal and no goal conditions. When analysing the throwing velocity by field zones regarding throwing efficacy, in general no significant differences were found between the goal-scoring shots and the non-scoring shots (for both genders), excepting the zone 3 for the total sample, in which higher values when scoring were observed. Future studies should analyse the specific player positions and focus on World Wide tournaments.
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INTRODUCTION

In team sports all attack actions aims to prepare a scoring strike, i.e., optimal conditions for throwing at goal. In fact, throwing is considered a major performance determinant in team sports [1, 2], and the faster the throw, the less time the goalkeeper has to deflect the ball, and higher are the probabilities of obtaining a goal [3]. The water polo penalty throw has been biomechanically examined in several studies [4-8], but few analysed throwing with the opposition of a defender or goalkeeper [5, 9]. Therefore, it is important to determine what impact an ecological match environment has on water polo throwing, once changes in throwing performance due to the presence of the goalkeeper and/or defender may have important implications for the training process [9]. All the above-mentioned studies were conducted under rather different conditions, and did not use similar tools and methodologies, meaning that comparisons between them should be done with special care. In addition, the methodologies used to measure throwing velocity are laborious, and the results do not yield relevant information for coaches.

In the last decade, some studies have examined the water polo game using match analysis [10-15], trying to quantify the technical and tactical actions of the game through statistical procedures based on frequency and percentage values. However, the throwing velocity assessment, as well as the relationship between throwing distance and its efficacy, during official competition condition remains unstudied. It will be especially important to answer to simple, but relevant, questions, such as: "how many throws at goal occurs during a match?", "how fast is the ball launched in a shot on goal?", "is a faster throw more effective?", and "are throws executed at the same velocity in the different areas of the field?". The answers will contribute to a better understanding of the sport, and will allow coaches to perfect their training programs (e.g. by developing better tactical systems, and by specializing throwing players).

Nowadays, the above-referred analysis can be done easily once new technologies are available, improving the quality, accuracy and time of assessment, and are more practical for the evaluation of athletes. In fact, in the last years, it has become a regular practice to analyse throwing...
velocity in team sports through the use of a radar [16-20] that is a valid and reliable tool to record the velocity of release of the ball in water polo [21]. The purpose of the current study is to assess the frequency, velocity and efficacy of throwing at goal in the presence of relevant opponents, during water polo matches of a high level international championship.

METHODS

During the 2008 European Water Polo Championship (Málaga, Spain), 2566 shots at goal (1109 and 1457 for women and men, respectively) were recorded in 48 matches (20 and 28 for women and men, respectively). The recorded throws were analysed by distance to the goal (dividing the field in playing zones), gender, and efficacy. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Committee of the Catholic University San Antonio of Murcia (Spain), and carried out in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki. Subjects and coaches were informed in detail about the experimental protocol procedures and gave their approval. The experiment was conducted in a 50 m swimming pool, with a mean depth of 2.0 m and a water temperature of 27.5°C, and the field was marked in accordance to the rules of the Federation Internationale de Natation (FINA). Throwing velocity was assessed using a radar, with a register frequency of 100 Hz and a sensitivity of 0.045 m·s⁻¹ (Inc., Flat StalkerPro, Texas, USA), placed 10 m behind the goal post [19], as this was the distance until the swimming pool wall (Fig. 1), being fixed on a tripod at 90 cm height. All throws were performed using a standard water polo ball (Mikasa 6000), being registered on a template its velocity, the field zone where it occurred (zone 1 - the area between the goal line and 2 m from the goal, zone 2 - the area between 2 and 5 m from the goal, zone 3 - the area between the 5 m mark and the middle field pool line, zone 4 - the area beyond the middle field pool line, and zone 5 - the penalty mark), and its efficacy (goal/no goal); these zones were perfectly observable due to the existence of lateral and frontal lane ropes with different colours. Two experienced researchers, situated behind the goal, noted the field zone, the velocity and the time of occurrence of each throw. As every match was recorded on tape, all the data was confirmed afterwards.

Mean plus standard deviation computations for descriptive analysis were obtained for all variables (all data were checked for distribution normality and homogeneity with the Shapiro-Wilk and Mauchly tests). Mean values of velocity for each field zone were compared using a repeated measures ANOVA, and a post hoc Bonferroni test was conducted to determine the pairwise differences. Independent samples T-Test were also made to determine eventual differences in throwing velocities between genders and goal/no goal conditions. The statistical analysis was made using the SPSS 17.0 software package, and a significance level of 5% was accepted.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the frequency and percentage of throws according to gender (and total sample), field zone and efficacy (goal/no goal conditions). It is interesting to note that 92.6% of the throws were made from zones 2 and 3, i.e., between the 2 m and the middle field lines.

Table 2 presents the mean and SD values of the throwing velocity by field zones for female and male water polo players, as well as for the total sample. It is possible to observe that for all groups the highest throwing velocities were obtained from the penalty mark. Female players presented significant higher throwing velocities in zones 3
When analysing the throwing velocity by field zones, no significant differences were found between the goal-scoring shots and the non-scoring shots (for both genders); however, taking into account the total sample, the throwing velocity when scoring goal is higher than when missing it in zone 3, which represents 50% of total shots reported (as seen in Table 1).

In addition, female players presented higher throwing velocities in zones 3 and 5 regarding zone 2 when scored a goal, and in zones 3, 4 and 5 regarding zone 2, and in zone 5 in comparison to zone 1, when no goal was obtained. Male players obtained higher values in this variable for zone 3 comparing to zones 1 and 2, and in zone 5 compared to zone 1, 2 and 3, when scored a goal; when male players were not able to score, they presented higher throwing velocity than female players in both goal and no goal conditions, with significant values for zones 2, 3, 4 and 5. When analysing the throwing velocity by field zones, no significant differences were found between the goal-scoring shots and the non-scoring shots (for both genders); however, taking into account the total sample, the throwing velocity when scoring goal is higher than when missing it in zone 3, which represents 50% of total shots reported (as seen in Table 1).

The above-referred lower throwing velocity of female players is also observable when analysing the throwing efficacy (Table 3). In fact, when observing throwing velocity by field zones for gender groups and for the total sample concerning efficacy, it is evidenced a tendency for lower values in female than male players in each field zone in both goal and no goal conditions, with significant values for zones 2, 3, 4 and 5.
zones 3, 4 and 5 compared to the areas closer to the goal line (zones 1 and 2). The results of throwing velocity for the total sample present similar behaviour than male players.

DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, the current study is the first to analyse the throwing velocity by playing field zones, with data obtained during a high level international event that involved the best European water polo teams. Other studies conducted in analytical situations presented similar values of throwing velocity, ranging from 13.7 to 20.53 m/s, and from 13.23 to 16.24 m/s, in male and female water polo players, respectively [6-8, 20, 22, 23]. The number of games analysed in the male competition was higher than those for female teams, but the percentage distribution of throws were similar in both genders, with the areas closest and further from the goal line (zones 1 and 4, respectively) presenting the lowest number of throws. This was not a surprise once throws performed from zone 1 have the highest risk for the opponents, leading to a very attentive and aggressive defence to prevent an effective strike at goal (in this zone few number of passes occurs because the defenders and goalkeeper are too close to the offensive players and probably can steal the ball); in addition, zone 4 presents lower chances of scoring due to its long distance from the goal, meaning that the attacking team rarely attempt to shot due to few scoring chances. The areas where most of the throws were originated are located in the intermediate zones (between the 2 m line and the middle field pool line), which are playing fields of the inside players (zone 2) and attacking wingers (zone 3). These results are in agreement with Lupo et al. [14] that observed that elite teams have higher frequency of throws from the central area up to the 5 m mark.

The highest throwing velocity was obtained for the penalty throw, compared to those performed from the other field zones, in both genders; this could be justified by: (i) the inexistence of a direct opponent when executing a penalty; (ii) the fact that the player dispose of more than sufficient time for conveniently preparing the throw; and (iii) the lower blood lactate concentrations in comparison to throwing after previous swimming [2]. Significant lower throwing velocity values were obtained in the areas closest to the goal, compared to zones 3 and 4, in both male and female players, corroborating the literature obtained in analytical experimental moments (not during official water polo matches) [9, 18]; the lower throwing velocity in zones 1 and 2 are due to: (i) the higher proximity between defenders and attackers, i.e., in the zones closer to the goal where pressure of the defense is much higher than in zones 3 and 4, leading to the use of ability rather than strength and (ii) the use of the wrist and the forearm more than the whole arm, so the shot could be rapidly executed. When genders were compared, female players evidence lower throwing velocity compared to male counterparts for all field zones, probably due to their particular anthropometric characteristics and lower hand grip [18, 20, 24]. This lower throwing velocity of female players is evident also when observing throwing efficacy, once it occurs in each field zone in both goal and no goal conditions (with significant values for zones 2, 3, 4 and 5). From other team sports than Water polo (e.g. Handball), the difference in throwing velocity between men and women can be attributed to the fact that women exhibit worse neuromuscular coordination, technique of throwing, and smaller angular velocity (e.g. [25]).

Regarding the throwing velocity obtained in the different field zones and its efficacy, it was not observed any goals from beyond the middle field pool line (zone 4) since the few throws executed from this area happened due to very game specific actions (e.g. the goalkeeper in advanced position, or throwing in the few remaining seconds of a period). So, based on the data obtained, it is not recommended to attempt a throw at that distance during the course of the game, once it usually means that the team will not score and will lose the ball possession. In the female game, no goal was obtained also from zone 1, possible due to the low throwing frequency in this area, and as the result of a good defence by the opposing team. However, male players achieve a high throwing efficacy in zone 1, evidencing that the morphological and functional characteristics of the players that occupies that positions [cf. 20, 24] facilitate the act of shooting against the rival defensive position. In addition, it could be hypothesised that, as more shots were executed by men than women (27 vs 10), the number of throws also depends on the tactical system (the number of passes at a zone may determine the number of shots executed). Complementarily, no significant differences in throwing velocity were found between the goal-scoring and the non-scoring throws in both genders; when the total sample is considered, the throwing velocity when scoring is higher than when failing a goal in zone 3, an area that represents half of the total throws observed, suggesting that a throwing at goal from this distance have higher chances of success if performed at higher velocities. However, it is important to highlight that throwing speed seems not to be the only factor in scoring, and that there are other aspects that should be taken into account during a match (e.g. movement of the offensive and defensive players, tactics, playing time and accuracy [cf. 2]). A special attention should also be given to the analysis of the penalty throws, as they are executed by special players [6, 7], which have no direct connection to the dynamic action of the game.

CONCLUSION

This study is the first attempt to analyse throwing characteristics during the Water Polo European Championship. The results shows that most of the throws were made beyond 5 m of the goal line, and the throwing velocities at these distances are greater than those obtained closer to goal; however, it was the penalty throw that recorded the fastest throwing velocities. When genders were compared, female players evidenced lower throwing velocity compared to male counterparts in each playing zone. No differences in throwing velocity were found between the goal/no goal situations in both genders, but, when considering the total sample, throwing velocity when scoring is higher than when failing a goal in zone 3, suggesting that faster throwing at goal from this distance have high chances of success; this could be a good suggestion for future practical applications. Future studies should consider analysing the specific player positions (e.g. center forward vs. perimeter players), different competitive levels, and focus on World Championships and Olympic Games.
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